
How to Conduct an AAR
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Training Objective

• Task: Conduct an After Action Review
• Condition: Given the How to Train Manual (pages 26-27) and a 

classroom block of instruction
• Standard: As a participant in scenario-driven discussions, correctly 

articulate the planning and execution factors associated with 
conducting an AAR



AARs: Who?

• AARs include a facilitator, event participants, and other observers.
• If the event is a company SMI, who might be the facilitator, participants, and 

observers?  
• What are the pros and cons of the company commander being the facilitator 

for an AAR of his or her company’s SMI?
• What are the pros and cons of having the entire company participate in the 

AAR versus limiting it to key leaders?  What are the pros and cons of 
considering “key leaders” to be squad leaders and above versus platoon 
sergeants and above?

• Who might be a good observer for this company SMI regarding operation of 
the NCO chain of command? Of the supply sergeant? Of platoon leaders?



AARs: What?

• An AAR is a guided analysis of an 
organization’s performance, 
conducted at appropriate times 
during and at the conclusion of a 
training event or operation with 
the objective of improving future 
performance.  

• They are not critiques.  
• They are part of an open learning 

environment where facilitators, 
participants, and observers freely 
discuss successes and honest 
mistakes. 

• Who is more likely to have said 
each of the following?  An 
evaluator giving a critique or a 
facilitator leading an AAR?

• You have a gross room.  
• Tell me how you prepared for this 

SMI.
• You have in F in Spanish.
• Have you been to the Academic 

Support Center?
• Your platoon always has people late 

for formation.
• What training have you provided your 

squad leaders about preparing for 
formations?



AARs: When?
• AARs are best conducted throughout a training exercise at 

appropriate times, rather than just at the end of the exercise, to allow 
cadets and their leaders to take immediate, in-stride corrective 
actions.  

• We usually have an AAR after a SMI (during the assess phase).  When might 
appropriate times for in-stride AARs be and what would be their focus?



AARs: Where?

• Formal AARs are resource intensive and are often conducted in a 
designated facility to take advantage of additional time and support

• Informal AARs require less resources and are usually held right where 
the event occurred

• Where might you hold a formal company AAR after a SMI?
• Where might you hold an informal squad AAR after a SMI?
• What are the pros and cons of Mr. Duke holding a CFPT AAR in Jenkins Aud?
• What are the pros and cons of Mr. Duke holding a CFPT AAR on Willson Field?



AARs: Why?

• Organizations conduct AARs to identify unit strengths to be sustained 
and weaknesses that need to be improved. 

• They apply observations, insights, and lessons to future training and 
operations to improve not only task proficiency, but also the quality 
of the training event. 

• If this is true, then shouldn’t we…
• Regularly use last year’s company METL brief as we plan, prepare, and execute this year’s 

training?
• Refer to the AAR of last year’s Commandant’s Inspection as we plan, prepare, and 

execute this year’s training?
• Devote serious energy and effort to creating continuity books as part of the “training 

your replacement” leadership philosophy?



Looking Ahead

• While the underclass cadets 
are participating in the 
Academies for the rest of LTP 
this year, seniors will be using 
the information learned today 
to conduct unit AARs, prepare 
METL training briefs, and 
finalize continuity books

• Your TAC will give you 
guidance about his or her 
expectations for these 
activities

Where do AARs fall in the CTM cycle?
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